Client success story

Tenfold increase in turnover
for the UK’s “Best New Pub”
The Fishpool Inn - thefishpoolinn.co.uk
a 150-cover dining pub owned and operated by Nelson Hotels.
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What they
asked us to do:

• Build awareness & footfall

2

3

How we did it:

• Identified target markets from

What we
achieved:

• Footfall to keep the inn

for a newly-launched,

local knowledge, customer data

operating at full capacity from

regenerated property.

& demographic profiling

the first day of opening

• Connect with the local
communities & generate
word-of-mouth
• Maximise the potential of
online marketing for raising
awareness & driving sales
• Capture data for use in
ongoing marketing activities

• Planned a marketing campaign
using online and offline tactics
• Developed a strong, consistent
brand identity & key marketing
messages

• Sustained weekly revenue in
excess of business targets
• More than 5000 sign-ups to
the mailing list
• The Fishpool Inn was named

• Designed & built a mobile-

as the UK’s Best New Pub in

friendly website, supported by

the 2014 Publican Awards

a programme of targeted emails
• Delivered targeted direct
marketing, supported by
promotions in relevant media

“Whistle Hospitality really understand our brand and what we want to achieve and
this shows in the work they create for us. The results they achieve are spot on.”
Lucy Nelson Sales & Marketing Director, Nelson Hotels

Consultants to the UK’s
Best New Pub 2014

whistlehospitality.co.uk

Continuing the success
The Fishpool Inn opened in February 2013.
Since then, the inn’s commercial performance has continued to
far outstrip expectations.
Turnover in the weeks following the opening was ten times
the level of turnover prior to the re-launch. This performance
has been sustained, with receipts at the inn regularly exceeding
£45,000 per week.
Whistle Hospitality Marketing continues to play an important
role, working closely with the owners and managers at the inn to
support with the development of the property’s marketing strategy
and guest communications.
In March 2014, The Fishpool Inn was named as
the UK’s ‘Best New Pub’ in the Publican Awards.

Find out more about how your business could benefit, just like The Fishpool Inn.
Please contact Phil or Stephanie on 01606 882920 or 0207 549 3685

Consultants to the UK’s
Best New Pub 2014
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